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Almost everyone who has used a speech 
recognition system has been singularly unim-
pressed, it seems. Yet, this perception of speech
technology is rapidly becoming outdated, as

many organisations are discovering to their profit. 
“People’s negative experiences are based on early 

interactive voice response (IVR) systems, where you were
asked to respond to a specific question and were then 
frustrated that the answer played back wasn’t what you said,”
says Alan Barr, chief operating officer of Streamdoor and a vet-
eran of the speech recognition industry. “You’d try to book a
cinema ticket and be asked what cinema you wanted; you’d
say ‘Epsom’ and it would respond with Liverpool’. People
immediately thought the technology wasn’t up to the job.”

However, the speech recognition systems of even three
or four years ago bear little resemblance to those being
deployed today. Systems can now boast accuracy rates of up
to 99%, far greater flexibility in coping with different accents
and many more possible applications, all for less work and less
expenditure by the organisations deploying them. 

That computers can recognise speech at all is impressive.
People speak at different rates, with different dialects and
emotions and in different pitches. Even the same person can
say the same words in many different ways, and then there is
the problem of separating speech from background noise. 

There have been two main approaches to speech 
recognition in the last decade. The first involves ‘neural 
networks’ – a branch of artificial intelligence based on com-
puter simulations of the brain that can learn from their 
experiences. By exposing neural nets to spoken speech and

allowing them to reorganise themselves in the same way as
neurons in the brain do, researchers have been able to get 
reasonable recognition of limited sets of words; the nets have
even been able to extrapolate language and derive past 
tenses of verbs from their own self-taught rules. 

Using this technique, researchers at the University of
Southern California have developed a system that they claim
is better than human listeners at picking out a limited range of
words from background noise. Yet while this approach is 
elegant and may prove more successful in the long-term, it
faces considerable obstacles to success in the short-term. 

Neural networks only model small parts of the brain so
whether they will be able to interpret the full range of 
vocabulary, accents and voice tones is debatable. It also takes
humans many years of learning, exposure to different people
and education to build up this ability; it will take a similar
amount of time to train a neural network, even once one is 
sufficiently powerful. 

So instead commercial systems have focused on pattern
recognition as the best current means to speech recognition.
Pattern recognition is based on ‘hidden Markov models’ that
represent typical speech sounds mathematically, but include
some leeway to take into account the differences in how 
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people may speak those sounds. To trigger recognition, the
sound must be within a certain range of frequencies and a 
certain range of energies. 

To build up these models of speech sounds, vendors have
to record huge databases of speech and analyse them for
these sounds. Making it even harder is the fact that many of
these sounds are pronounced differently, depending upon the
other sounds near them.

Streamdoor’s Barr trialled one of the first speech 
recognition systems in the UK for Argos, which would handle
store enquires from shoppers. He discovered first-hand how
much speech sampling was needed for a successful 
application. “We discovered that the UK, out of all the

European countries, has the most dialects with the exception
of Italy,” he says. “Dialects make a huge difference. In that
testing environment, we had to make 100,000 different calls
with different dialects to get an algorithm with 90% recogni-
tion.” 

Telephonetics’ director Paul Welham has a similar story to
tell. “There are a large number of hospital sites using speech
for call routing in the UK. They have to understand what the
general public is going to ask for, but even simple requests
aren’t easy to predict. We discovered that when people want-
ed to talk to the bedding department in a hospital, there were
100 ways for them to actually ask for that.” 

Careful design of the questions used to elicit responses in
speech recognition applications is key to improving accuracy
and reduces the amount of sampling required. By phrasing
questions in particular ways, it is possible to limit the possible
range of words used, reduce the size of the speech database
that needs to be searched and improve both recognition accu-
racy and the maximum speech rate possible. 

But pattern matching approaches to speech recognition
require one thing in great abundance: real-time number
crunching capability. In combination with the huge amounts of
speech data that vendors have been collecting to improve
their models, it has been the great leaps in processing power
made available at low cost over the last few years that have
made it possible for more sophisticated algorithms and larger
speech databases to be used in real-time and to make speech
recognition viable. 

As well as improvements to the underlying hardware and
software, changes within the industry have also made speech
recognition more viable. In particular, open standards have
made it easier for integrators and end-users to put together
applications with a voice interface (see box, VoiceXML versus
SALT) and at lower cost. Vendors have also begun to put
together packaged applications oriented to particular vertical
industries with appropriate vocabulary databases. The increas-
ing number of deployments of speech technology has also
made it easier for vendors and developers to build up data-
bases of speech and applications applicable to other users. 

The result is that speech recognition is being deployed in
many more applications than it used to be. Simon Edwards,
director of international marketing at Intervoice, highlights a
few applications that his company has implemented.
“Customer satisfaction surveys at the end of call centre calls
get far higher response rates because of their context and it is
far cheaper if speech technology is used. Manufacturers that
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VOICEXML VERSUS SALT

Open standards generally bring increased 

development speed and greater acceptance to a

technology, and the speech recognition market is

no different. Following the introduction and 

adoption of the VoiceXML standard several years

ago, end-users and integrators have been able to

construct voice-driven applications far more easily

and with far greater portability using graphical

systems or simple mark-up similar to that used to

develop web pages. The introduction of VoiceXML

2.0 in March 2004 has greatly increased the speed

of the standard’s adoption. 

The waters were muddied, however, when

Microsoft introduced Speech Applications

Language Tags (SALT) last year. Unlike VoiceXML,

SALT is primarily aimed at applications where

speech is not the only method of data input. 

At present, VoiceXML still has the lead over

SALT in terms of adoption rate, with VoiceXML

being used in six times as many applications as

SALT. Yet this still indicates how quickly SALT has

taken off, even though many argue it is not yet

ready for enterprise deployments.

Currently, SALT and VoiceXML do not really

compete, since their target applications are quite

different (see table). In the future, however, both

standards will converge, with VoiceXML acquiring

multimodal capabilities and SALT supporting

telephony applications. With VoiceXML’s easier

integration with J2EE competing with SALT’s

Microsoft .NET integration, the chances are that a

long battle for standards dominance will hit the

speech market in the next few years. 

Whatever the outcome, the number of

speech-enabled applications is bound to increase.
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want information on their end users are able to get more data
if they provide a telephone number for product registration
than if they provide an easily disposable registration card. The
vast majority of calls to helpdesks are for password and PIN
information, something easily automated with a speech 
system. And phone directories, whether customer-facing or
employee-facing, are relatively easy to speech enable.”

Call routing, ticket booking and automated helpdesk
enquiries are the main applications at the moment, but 
companies such as IBM and Aungate, a division of search
engine company Autonomy, have also started to put speech
recognition to use in other areas. 

IBM is trialling the use of speech recognition technology
with search engine technology to search call centre databases
during calls with customers: the speech recognition software
picks up keywords in the caller’s speech to identify relevant
information and displays it on the operator’s screen before the
caller has even finished explaining what they want. 

Similarly, Aungate’s technology tries to get the general
meaning of the caller’s conversation and then looks to see if
other similar calls have been received recently. It means
trends can be picked up quickly and information relevant to
both management and caller can be passed on, making
speech recognition a valuable business intelligence tool. 

Speech enablement is now a viable option for many
organisations and the list of applications is growing. Whether
it will ever be as good as human speech recognition remains
to be seen. But the days of Epsom being mixed up with
Liverpool are long gone. M

Article by Rob Buckley edit@infoconomy.com 

SOUND OFF – FEATURE COMPARISON

TALK TECHNOLOGIES

Description VoiceXML SALT
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Language

Supporters
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W3C

Licensing

Complexities

Benefits

Criticisms

Multimodal

Deployments

Source: Forrester Research

ScanSoft
Following its purchase of speech recognition technology from
Lernout &Hauspie and Philips and its acquisition of
SpeechWorks, ScanSoft is one of the leading vendors in the 
market. As well as providing packages for different applications
and vertical sectors, it works closely with a number of influential
systems integrators. It supports both VoiceXML and SALT. 

IBM
IBM is best known for its home-market ViaVoice product, but the
company is moving into the corporate market with renewed
vigour with IBM WebSphere Voice Server v 2.4. IBM claims to
have put 100 researchers on speech recognition. It supports
VoiceXML, but not SALT. 

Microsoft
Microsoft is a late entrant to the speech market, but says speech
will be one of its top priorities over the next few years. It 
developed the SALT standard and has a speech recognition 
product, Microsoft Speech Server 2004. 

Nuance
Together with ScanSoft, Nuance dominates the enterprise
speech recognition market, although Microsoft and IBM are
catching up. Like ScanSoft it has its own platform, applications
and an embeddable engine. It only supports VoiceXML.

Key vendors

Designed for telephone applications for interactive voice
response systems

Simple dialogue mark up language. Does not require other 
programming languages

IBM, Motorola, Tellme, ScanSoft

Contains large number of tags because it defines a data and
execution model in addition to having a speech interface

High level API that uses forms and fields and can bundle 
together prompts and grammars 

Supports standards

Could be subject to royalty payments but not likely

Using web for voice is difficult

Release 2.0 eliminated many of the earlier shortcomings

Too complex

No, future

Many

Designed for a broad range of devices, such as PCs and 
handheld and tablet computers 

Uses existing mark up language 

Microsoft, Intel, Cisco, ScanSoft

No built-in execution model but uses event-wiring model that
bases prompts on events arising from data 

Lower level API that leaves the input and output of speech to
control model of telephone dialogues. Requires more effort

Supports standards

States royalty-free conditions

Splitting program logic between browser and server 
complicates design

Web technology, lightweight, large toolkit

Too immature

Yes

Few, just introduced


